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Crimes Against Children: Evaluative Language and News 

Reports on Sentences

Authors

Ms. Sisanda Nkoala - Cape Peninsula University of Technology

Abstract

This study explores how South African television news reports communicate on sentence proceedings 
criminal cases involving violent acts against children. These kinds of crimes tend to attract public 
interest, and the outcomes can be a litmus test on the community’s views concerning the justice system.
By using cluster criticism to consider the discursive and non-discursive components of selected news 
reports, the study considers how television news broadcasts use factual and evaluative language and 
visuals when communicating court outcomes. The paper argues that these broadcasters tend to use 
evaluative language and visuals, as opposed to factual terms. This tendency can prevent news media 
from playing the educative role envisaged in the principle of open justice because instead of 
emphasising the factual aspects of sentencing proceeding, these reports focus on the outcome and the 
emotive aspects of the cases that entertain rather than educate
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Role of Intellectual Property Appellate Board in Music 

Industry’s Development: Study of Radio Music Royalty in 

India

Authors

Dr. DARSHAN TRIVEDI - MICA

Dr. Komal H Shah - Dept. of Communication & Journalism, Gujarat University, Ahmedabad

Abstract

Music is an integral part of entertainment from the time of vedas for India. Post the digital sound 
recording innovations, the music industry has been evolving as one of the most prominent part of the 
Media and Entertainment Industry of the country. The size of Indian Music Industry in 2019 was INR 
10.68 Billions (IFPI, 2018). Also in the year 2019 as per a survey conducted by the IFPI, Indian 
consumers listened to 19.1 hours of music every week (IMI-IFPI, 2019). Music has been one of the key
content genre used by both Private and Public Broadcasters as a principal Radio Content across the 
country. India is a signatory of some of the key conventions for the protection of literary and artistic 
works, also addressing the issues around royalty. The Copyright Board (Now Intellectual Property 
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Appellate Board) was set up to determine royalty rates for various intellectual properties. Following the
international conventions, Indian Copyright Board has granted compulsory licensing in a disputed case 
of M/s Music Broadcast Pvt. Ltd. v Ors. v. PPL (2010), where the Copyright Board had fixed a royalty 
rate of 2%. In this case an appeal was made to the Supreme Court, and the Supreme Court had 
forwarded this dispute to the Copyright Board.

This paper throws light on the Role of Intellectual Property Appellate Board in Music Industry’s 
Development. The paper discusses the current royalty rates prevailing in the Indian market against the 
compulsory license royalty rates suggested by the Copyright Board. The paper also scans the royalty 
rates prevailing in other markets of the world, and whether the 2% royalty rate suggested by the 
copyright board is reasonable or not. The paper objectively studies the revenue of income and 
expenditure of both the Music industry and Radio Industry to arrive at a logical conclusion. The paper 
further covers some of the major discussions around fair value of royalty, and how it is relevant in the 
current time. The revision of such Copyright Board order awaits amendments as the rate issued was 
valid for a period of ten years (which recently expired in September, 2020).

Following is the structure of the paper:

• ● Introduction

• ● Background to Indian Music Industry

• ● Revenue sources of Indian Music Industry

• ● Music as prime facilitator for Indian Private Radio stations

• ● Music Royalty management- A scan on International Scenario

• ● Role of Indian Copyright board in growth of Music Industry in India

• ● Conclusion

The paper concludes by suggesting a fair value range for the royalty rate based on the current market 
practices in the country.
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Misleading Health-Related Claims (H-RCs) in Food 

Supplements on Spanish Radio. An Analysis from a 

European Regulatory Framework

Authors

Dr. Ana Garcia-Arranz - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

Dr. Clara Muela Molina - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos
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Dr. Salvador Perelló Oliver - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

Mrs. Bárbara Castillo Abdul - Universidad de Huelva

Dr. Luis Miguel Romero Rodríguez - Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

Abstract

Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 December 2006 
on nutrition and health claims made on foods, establishes in Article 3 that health claims shall not be 
false, ambiguous, or misleading (European Parliament and Council, 2006). “Function” and “reduction 
of disease risk claims” must be authorized by European authorities (EFSA) whilst “disease claims” are 
totally prohibited. Since all H-RCs must be truthful and the European Directive on food supplements 
only allows vitamins and minerals for substantiation, the main objective of this work is to analyse the 
presence of misleading claims and non-authorised ingredients to establish whether food supplements 
advertising breaches these regulatory principles.

A great deal has been made in the reference literature about the typology and presence of deceptive 
health related claims in food supplements advertising (Chung et al., 2007; Mariotti et al., 2010; Parker, 
2003; Royne et al., 2016) and on the adequacy and legitimacy of the active substances on which they 
are based (Ethan et al., 2016; Hassali et al., 2012). Despite this, no work has been found dealing with 
the advertising of food supplements in the radio medium within the European regulatory framework, 
which specifically addresses the presence of false and misleading claims. In this way, this work 
contributes to the scarce research on food supplements advertising in the European context, providing 
new insights.

A health claim states, suggests, or implies that a relationship exists between a food category, a food or 
one of its constituents and health (European Parliament and Council, 2006). Taking this into 
consideration, we have chosen to analyse mentions in radio advertising due to the descriptive nature of 
their verbal messages. The employed methodology is a content analysis of all radio mentions broadcast 
throughout 2017 on news/talk radio stations with the largest audience in Spain. The corpus size 
comprises 437 radio mentions.

This analysis reveals significant failures to comply with European regulation on food supplements 
advertising, evincing a high presence of illegitimate claims and product ingredients. Results indicate 
the striking majority of function claims detected are not authorised by EFSA (80.3%) and disease 
claims are present in 1 of 5 advertisements (20.4%). Regarding the substances, almost half (43.7%) are 
illicit: 54.1% in function claims, 57.3% in disease claims, and 73.7% in the case of reduction of disease
risk claims. The worrying presence of deceptive messages, with false and misleading claims, and the 
omission of essential information in food supplements advertising suggest the urgent the need for an 
effective action plan that would modify the current regulation, by implementing stricter measures in 
order to protect consumers from the potentially damaging effects of their consumption.
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El derecho al olvido digital en la Unión Europea tras la 

entrada en vigor del Reglamento de Protección de Datos 

Personales

Authors

Prof. Ángela Moreno Bobadilla - Universidad Andrés Bello

Abstract

Los datos personales son la principal materia prima del siglo XXI. Pero lo valioso no es el dato en sí 
mismo, sino la información que aporta. Las empresas que operan en Internet tienen miles de datos de 
todos los ciudadanos que navegan por la Web 2.0.
En este contexto, en el que Internet se ha integrado en la vida cotidiana de los ciudadanos, la protección
de la privacidad y de los datos personales se ha convertido en una necesidad imperiosa. Es importante 
que haya una garantía efectiva de los derechos digitales de los ciudadanos. Garantía que impone a su 
vez unas obligaciones tanto para las empresas privadas, como para los poderes públicos. 

Precisamente el derecho al olvido digital se enmarca dentro de ese conjunto de derechos digitales que 
es necesario proteger, por las consecuencias de la perpetuidad de la información que circula por el 
universo virtual. Y es que, se trata no solamente de un derecho relacionado con el derecho de supresión,
sino que se va a comprobar que en realidad se trata de un derecho mucho más complejo, debido a la 
multiplicidad de situaciones a las que está tratando de dar respuesta. Para ello se hace un repaso de los 
principales hitos jurisprudenciales que sembraron los orígenes del olvido, previos a la era digital, y el 
punto de inflexión que marcó en su evolución la sentencia del Caso Costeja.

A continuación, la ponencia se centrará en el ámbito de la Unión Europea, para estudiar en primer lugar
el significado e impacto que ha tenido en este sentido el nuevo Reglamento de Protección de Datos 
Personales, que se encuentra en vigor desde el mes de mayo de 2018. Posteriormente analizará la 
incorporación de este instrumento jurídico en algunos de los Estados miembro, con la especial 
incidencia del caso español, país que ya ha procedido a actualizar la legislación de esta materia para dar
pleno cumplimiento a las exigencias dadas por la Unión Europea.
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Offending, Conviction and Sentencing of Corporate Harm on 

Personal Information: Evidence from 161 Criminal 

Corporations in China

Authors

Ms. Yuanyuan Li - School of Media and Communication, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Mr. Daishan Xie - School of Media and Communication, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Mr. Yangkun Huang - School of Media and Communication, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Abstract

The essence of the concept of the corporate actor lies in the existence of a separate set of rights and 
responsibilities and a set of resources and interests (Coleman, J.S.,1994). Compared to the natural 
person, the corporation has far higher ability to control and allocate resources, but at the same time, the 
corporation is also prone to cause severer harm when it commits crimes for monetary gain. For the 
same reason, the corporation is more likely to commit the crime of personal information infringement 
with more serious circumstances. However, what is the status quo?

Based upon 139 legal documents, the study conducts a typological analysis of 161 criminal 
corporations from an empirical perspective, exploring the characteristics of corporate crime related to 
the crime of infringing upon citizens' personal information, including the properties of different types 
of enterprises which failed in data compliance, as well as the problems in law application in the 
conviction and sentencing of such crime in Chinese judicial process.

Results display that, in the legal documents where the amount of infringed information is clearly stated,
60.41% of corporations have violated over 50,000 pieces of information, thus the circumstances of 
these crimes they committed should be determined as "especially serious circumstances" according to 
Chinese law. In addition, the majority of all the legal cases are joint crimes as 79.86% of the cases 
involve no less than 2 defendants. The statistics reveal the great hidden danger of illegal corporations 
for citizens' personal information. Specifically, according to the results of Chi-square tests and Fisher's 
exact tests, for different industries, there is no significant difference in the scale of infringed 
information (P=0.244>0.05), but significant difference in the severity of the circumstances 
(P=0.039<0.05). Among them, the crimes committed by corporations in real estate industry, 
architectural decoration industry, internet industry and business service industry tend to be more 
serious. However, it is worth noting that although there are differences in the severity of the 
circumstances in different industries, there is no significant difference in the level of penalties among 
different industries (P=0.386>0.05).

According to the Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China, a fine shall be imposed upon a 
corporation if it violates a citizen's personal information. Whereas for cases with different levels of the 
amount of infringed information, there is no significant difference in the seriousness of them 
determined by Chinese courts (P=0.699>0.05), which is inconsistent with judicial interpretation of the 
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crime of personal information infringement in China. Case study also manifests that the circumstances 
of crimes committed by 27 corporations should have been determined as "especially serious 
circumstances" based upon the quantity of infringed information, but were determined as "serious 
circumstances". Nevertheless, there are significant differences in the level of fines among cases 
involving different amount of infringed information (P=0.030<0.05), which shows that the judicial 
authorities in China respect the procedural justice of sentencing over that of conviction.
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Rethinking content moderation of comments to news articles

and the role of commentators: The argument for a new 

communication right to protect lawful comments as inputs in

joint information production

Authors

Ms. Liudmila Sivetc - University of Turku

Abstract

The European Court of Human Rights in the case of Delfi AS v. Estonia [2015] decided that Delfi, an 
Internet news portal, was liable for unlawful user-generated comments posted to a news article. This 
judgment represents a landmark decision because it sets out a new standard, upheld in more recent 
cases MTE and Index v. Hungary [2016] and Høiness v. Norway [2019]. According to this standard, the 
portal must delete unlawful comments just after posting by users. This standard has already attracted 
criticism because it may lead to private censorship and negatively affect democracy. Although this 
criticism appears to be correct, it lacks convincing argumentation. This paper aims at developing this 
argument from the perspective of the communication rights debate. Following this debate, 
communication rights are normative principles rather than legal norms. I argue that a new 
communication right – the right of commentators for their comments – should be introduced as a 
normative principle to amend in future legal concepts. Commentators’ right is based not so much on 
speech rights, which commentators should enjoy as speakers, but rather on economic rights, which 
commentators should enjoy as co-producers. This right will empower commentators against censorship
by news portal moderators, which will contribute to the protection of freedom of expression in general 
because it will unblock alternative opinions on public issues.

To show that commentators are co-producers, this paper begins with framing an information production
model by which information goods are produced. This model consists of two interconnected parts: an 
article and a comment environment. The paper analyses the comment environment as an example of the
networked-information-economy mode of production, following Yochai Benkler’s theory of the wealth 
of networks. I will demonstrate that the model produces information goods more efficiently than a 
model without a comments section. Moreover, I will demonstrate that the model can produce 
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innovative products due to its generativity, following Jonathan Zittrain’s theory of Internet generativity.
Both the efficiency and the generativity contribute to the enhanced freedom of expression. After 
constructing the model, I will show how it should be turned in a walled-garden model to follow the 
Delfi standard. To emphasize the negative implications of this turn for freedom of expression, the paper
relies on the theory of collateral censorship, developed among others by Michael Meyerson, Seth 
Kreimer, and Jack Balkin. I will demonstrate that the moderator of a walled-garden model acts as a 
collateral censor, who tends to remove any suspicious comment, even if lawful.

To restore the jeopardized freedom of expression, the Delfi standard should be revisited by considering 
commentators’ right for their comments as inputs in joint production. To initiate this revision, 
commentators who have realized their importance for news production should start a public movement 
to require from legislators and courts a new communication right that is specifically tailored for 
commentators.

Submission ID
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Taming Digital Platforms by Human Rights: German and US

jurisprudential developments

Authors

Dr. Irini Katsirea - University of Sheffield

Abstract

In recent times, big platforms, under increasing pressure to curb the spread of disinformation, have 
gradually become more susceptible to the notion of some form of state regulation. Mark Zuckerberg 
argued that Facebook should not be called to make fine balancing judgements on free speech without 
democratic oversight. Indeed, content moderation is the ‘central service platforms offer’, the added 
value that sets them apart from the open web. The editorial-like judgements platforms make about 
users’ speech are carried out with little transparency or accountability. The question has increasingly 
been raised in this context whether users should be able to assert their fundamental rights to freedom of
expression against social media platforms.

In Germany, this issue has been fought in a multitude of court cases in which users claimed that 
Facebook, but also other platforms, have unjustifiably deleted their social media posts or even blocked 
their accounts. This raises the question as to whether platforms should be at liberty to remove legal but 
undesirable content. This question has divided courts and commentators alike. Some argue that the 
internet giants should be bound by free speech guarantees to a similar extent as the state in view of 
their position as the digital public square, and should hence not be allowed to delete lawful content. 
Others claim that private platforms should not be equated with the state, and that they should have the 
freedom to engage in meaningful content moderation. If social media networks had to fully protect free
speech rights, they would need to keep up a lot of the unpalatable content that they have been asked to 
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take action on in the first place. The position of the Federal Constitutional Court (BVerfG) on this 
intricate question is as yet unclear. Since the seminal Lüth case, it is recognised that fundamental rights 
can exercise an indirect-third-party-effect on relations between private parties. In the Fraport case, the 
BVerfG held that this indirect binding force of fundamental rights can be the same as that applicable to 
the state in the case of private entities that ‘take over the provision of public communications and thus 
assume functions which we previously allocated to the state’. It left, however, the question open as to 
whether this could also apply in relation to internet platforms.

To be sure, the limits of regulating social media platforms by human rights are not only tested in 
Germany. They are also discussed in the US in light of the state action doctrine. This paper will 
consider the merits and demerits of platform regulation by human rights in a comparative perspective, 
while bearing in mind that ‘[T]he Internet’s forces and directions are so new, so protean and so far 
reaching’ that any conclusion we reach ‘today may be obsolete tomorrow’.[1]

[1] Packingham v North Carolina 582 US (2017).

Submission ID
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Government Regulation or Private Rules? How the EU 

embraces Social Media’s Terms and Conditions to Regulate 

Speech Online

Authors

Dr. Rodrigo Cetina Presuel - Harvard LAw School

Abstract

After Donald Trump was suspended from various social media platforms after 01/06/2021, European 
leaders such as European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen expressed their concerns about 
the power over online expression that platforms wield. Von der Leyen called Twitter’s decision to 
remove Trump a “serious interference with freedom of expression” and called for the need of creating a
“framework of laws for such-far-reaching decisions” at the EU level.

Despite these voiced concerns, the fact remains that there are several instances in which the EU and its 
institutions choose to leverage the rules adopted by private corporations to take down content online,  
to achieve legitimate government goals related to security and the fight against terrorism, copyright 
enforcement, among others. This paper explores three of those instances.

The first one is related to Regulation (EU) 2016/794 that establishes that Europol must support 
competent authorities of the Members states in preventing and combating serious crimes that affect 
member states, including terrorism and other crimes. This  extends to support to stop crimes facilitated,
promoted or committed using the internet, including, in cooperation with member states, reporting 
potentially criminal internet content to the online service providers so they can consider, voluntarily, if 
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such content goes against their terms and conditions and if it should be taken down. In other words, 
Europol uses private community standards as the basis for seeking the suppression of certain content 
online, instead of the laws, and jurisdictions of EU states. Lack of transparency, accountability and due 
process are legitimate concerns related to these methods for content moderation.

The second instance is related to copyright enforcement, and schemes such as YouTube Content ID that
have served as a model for EU regulation in this area, despite multiple studies that show that measures 
such as content ID are detrimental for freedom of expression and negate limits and exceptions on 
copyright that have, among other goals, precisely ensuring free expression, while also protecting 
legitimate copyrights. As member states get ready to implement Article 17 of the EU Copyright 
Directive the specter of the collateral damages that automated systems to enforce copyright rules start 
to arise.

The upcoming Digital Services Act (DSA), our third example, aims to protect the fundamental rights of
Europeans online. The DSA will still rely on cooperation schemes between national authorities and 
private platforms, which means that similar problems as those described in the other two examples will 
still be present. But the DSA also contains several encouraging measures including transparency 
requirements, risk auditing and accountability, measures against abusive notices and complaint and 
redress mechanisms and out of court dispute settlements. 

This paper overviews how, despite EU leadership rhetoric focusing on curtailing platform power, the 
reality is that the EU often enlists that private power to police speech when it is pragmatic to do so. 
However, if the new DSA is successful in leveraging the uneasy alliance with platforms through 
improvements in how they are regulated, we may finally start seeing improvements in the protection of 
fundamental rights online. 

Submission ID
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Trump, Incitement, and Twitter: The Global Implications of 

First Amendment Law

Authors

Dr. Chris Demaske - University of Wa

Abstract

On January 6, 2021, Donald Trump, just days away from the end of his presidential term, whipped a 
crowd into a frenzy in Washington D.C. Members of that crowd proceeded to swarm the U.S. capitol 
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building. In the week that followed, House Democrats introduced an article of impeachment against 
President Trump for inciting the mob and Twitter made the decision to permanently ban him from the 
site. Facebook followed suit, banning him at least until his term was over. Parler, a social media site 
favored by Trump supporters, conspiracy theorists, and right-wing extremists, was also effectively 
taken offline when Amazon — following Google and Apple’s moves to drop Parler from their app 
stores — said it would no longer host the service in its data centers.

As the theme of this year’s IAMCR maintains, due to global communication systems, we can no longer
consider the impacts in one country separate from another. So, while the incidents occurring as a result 
of Trump’s January 6 speech have a most immediate impact on the United States, the fallout will surely
have repercussions globally. The January 6 incident (and its aftermath) serves to expose three key areas
of concern in relation to the way in which the United States conceptualizes and treats different 
categories of speech. First, it highlights the general confusion regarding First Amendment legal 
categories such as incitement, fighting words, true threats, and hate speech. Second, it emphasizes the 
inadequacies of current First Amendment doctrine in those areas (Beausoleil, 2019; Tsesis, 2013). 
Finally, it further clarifies the problematic implications of the Supreme Court’s reliance on neoliberal 
thought and its lack of understanding of the corporate nature and societal power of the Internet 
(Demaske, 2020; Klonick, 2018; Peters, 2017).

This presentation seeks to engage in the above issue, framing the discussion in relation to its possible 
global ramifications. To that end, I will first briefly outline the differences between incitement, fighting 
words, and true threats, which are all legally proscribable categories of speech under the First 
Amendment, and hate speech, a constitutionally permissible type of speech. Then, I will explain the 
ways in which these doctrines and their applications (or lack thereof) are problematic within the U.S. 
context and beyond our borders. Finally, I will narrow my focus to a key component of the problem 
today – the way in which the U.S. First Amendment structure privileges internet companies, making 
them de facto governors of cyberspace. Ultimately, this presentation offers yet further support for why 
in the U.S. we need to think about speech on the Internet as different than speech in person and internet
companies as distinctly different from other corporations.

Submission ID
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Two-Way Controversy: A Study on the Infringement of 

Online Video Clips

Authors

Mr. Gang Wang - School of Journalism and Communication, Peking

Abstract

This paper focuses on the dissemination activities of "clips" and conducts research on the infringement 
of online video clips. It is found that the infringement problem mainly revolves around the three 
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parties: the producer, the original copyright owner, and the video characters or related characters, with 
copyright infringement conflicts arising mainly between the producer and the original copyright owner,
and reputation infringement conflicts arising mainly between the producer and the video characters or 
related characters. In the conflict of copyright infringement, the controversial point is focused on the 
determination of the nature of the video work, especially the determination of originality. In the case of 
reputation infringement, the controversial points focus on the distinction between the real effect of 
malicious video editing and the identification of the substantive malice of the editors. On the whole, the
problem of infringement of online video starts from the act of editing and production, and ferments in 
the subsequent media dissemination. Therefore, in order to solve the infringement problem of online 
video editing, under the perspective of stakeholder theory, this paper proposes that  the interests of six 
major subjects should be balanced, such as editors (producers), original copyright owners, video 
characters or related characters, network service providers, network platforms and video websites. 
Within the scope of law, we should establish the awareness of legal subjects, improve the safe harbor 
principle and close the loopholes of controversial points. In the context of artificial intelligence era, 
online video editing will face many challenges. Whether theoretical construction or judicial practice, 
relevant media laws still need to be improved continuously to achieve win-win situation for all parties 
and promote the long-term development of Internet industry.

Submission ID
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las redes sociales como medio de difusión del discurso del 

odio y como medio de represión de la libertad de expresión 

con la excusa del discurso del odio.

Authors

Prof. Isabel Serrano Maíllo - Universidad Complutense de

Abstract

El objetivo de este trabajo es analizar, por un lado, cómo el discurso del odio ha encontrado en Internet 
el medio perfecto para diseminarse y, por otro, cómo con la excusa de acabar con el discurso del odio 
se está limitando de manera excesiva y desproporcionada la libertad de expresión. No se trata de hacer 
apología de este tipo de discurso, sino de delimitar lo que debe considerarse como tal (situaciones muy 
concretas) y lo que simplemente son opiniones. Opiniones quizás despreciables, opiniones disonantes, 
pero opiniones, al fin y al cabo, que merecen estar protegidas bajo el paraguas de la libertad de 
expresión.

La posición doctrinal suele ser crítica frente a normas demasiado restrictivas de la libertad de 
expresión, sobre todo en las legislaciones nacionales europeas, donde la restricción de este derecho se 
considera justificado para prevenir diferentes tipos de odio (legislaciones amparadas por la 
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jurisprudencia). El TEDH, por su parte, admite que el discurso del odio puede actuar como límite a la 
libertad de expresión (como defensa de la dignidad), aunque matiza que solo cuando dicho discurso 
suponga una incitación directa a la violencia contra los ciudadanos en general, o contra determinadas 
razas o creencias en particular (caso Ergogdu e Ince vs. Turquía, de 8 de julio de 1999). El problema se 
plantea, como veremos, a la hora de definir conceptos como violencia, incitación directa, grupo 
vulnerable, etc… Es la doctrina norteamericana, amparada en su Primer Enmienda y apuntalada por la 
Jurisprudencia de su tribunal Supremo, la con más determinación defiende la libertad de expresión 
frente a cualquier tipo de injerencia.

Se trata de un tema complejo que también debe ser estudiado desde la perspectiva de cómo deben 
comportarse los prestadores de servicio y responsables de las redes ante este fenómeno. Parece que se 
han decantado por la opción de, ante la duda, cerrar perfiles y cuentas, pero ¿no es eso censura? Es 
preciso encontrar un equilibrio jurídico social.

Submission ID
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Self-Sovereign Identity and the Law

Authors

Ms. Katarzyna Ziolkowska - Unversity of Warsaw

Abstract

Can we make personal data truly personal – owned exclusively by data subjects and not by an ever 
growing, overwhelming number of other individuals and entities? Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) could 
be a solution to this dilemma. SSI is a new, potentially disruptive approach to the issue of identification
and authentication in the digital domain. The concept is based on the use of distributed ledger 
technologies (such as blockchain technology) to restore ownership and control over credentials of data 
subjects back to them, while eliminating the need to use services of external entities to sign and 
validate electronic documents. The introduction of Self-Sovereign Identity could render feasible direct 
transacting and settling disputes in the cybersphere without entrusting an excessive amount of personal 
data to private and public intermediaries. SSI makes many promises: to empower individuals, to 
improve authentication processes, to limit the processing of personal data and to increase its security, as
well as to reduce transaction costs. However, it can also involve a number of risks for those using it as 
well as those implementing it. Solutions based on the Self-Sovereign Identity, as well as the distributed 
ledger technologies underlying it, constitute an untested novelty among electronic identification 
systems; importantly, their legal status is also unclear. SSI is currently the subject of extensive 
worldwide research, governmental and industrial analyses. The paper takes a view on the SSI through 
selected existing initiatives, with a particular focus on the one conducted by the European Union within
the European Self-Sovereign Identity Framework (ESSIF) project. Following the identification of 
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essential applicable legal considerations, the main argument of the paper is that, as of now, in order to 
fully reap the potential benefits of SSI, some legal adjustment should be made. Otherwise, the lack of 
legal recognition and, in some cases, straightforward incompliance with the law, could either require so
far-reaching trade-offs as to make the implementation of SSI unpractical, or become an insurmountable
obstacle whatsoever.
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Abstract

Desde la creación del Estado de Chile ha existido un conflicto entre éste y la nación mapuche, pugna 
vigente hasta la actualidad y que ha generado puntos álgidos en todos los últimos gobiernos, 
particularmente en el de Sebastián Piñera que finaliza en marzo  2022.

Si partimos de la base que “los medios de comunicación, como generadores de procesos de mediación, 
configuran en el espacio de la opinión pública procesos de mitificación cognitiva y procesos rituales a 
nivel de interacción social de una marcada línea discriminatoria” (Del Valle, 2005 ), tenemos que en la 
práctica la cobertura mediática ha determinado la creación de una identidad negativa, generando un 
estereotipo que está basado en la proyección propuesta por el Estado chileno para así mantener su 
posición de poder frente a este “enemigo”.

Diversos estudios previos muestran que medios de comunicación a pesar de que tengan líneas 
editoriales distintas, siguen manteniendo en común la representación del mapuche de forma peyorativa,
mostrándolo como un ser protagonista de hechos de connotación negativa y delictual, ignorando la 
contextualización de estos hechos los cuales llegan hasta la construcción del Estado en incluso antes 
del siglo XIX.

Este tratamiento no sólo ha afectado al pueblo mapuche en general con una visión negativa, sino que a 
las personas de esta cultura que han formado parte de alguna situación noticiosa se les ha transgredido 
ciertas garantías individuales que en la Constitución Política de la República de Chile se hacer como 
derechos fundamentales sin distinción para toda persona y que estos no se deben transgredir, como es el
caso del derecho a la honra.
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Esta situación tiene como consecuencia una colisión entre derechos fundamentales. Por un lado se 
encuentra el derecho a la libertad de información, que en Chile y de acuerdo con la Ley 19.733 del año 
2001, se entiende como “la libertad de emitir opinión y la de informar, sin censura previa, constituir un 
derecho fundamental de todas las personas. Su ejercicio incluye no ser perseguido ni discriminado a 
causa de las propias opiniones, buscar y recibir información, y

difundirlas por cualquier medio, sin perjuicio de responder de los delitos y abusos que se cometan, en 
conformidad a la ley ”, mientras que, por otra parte, se transgrede el derecho a la honra, el cual, en la 
jurisprudencia chilena, específicamente en el número 4 del artículo 19 de la Constitución  se establece 
que “el respeto y protección a la vida privada ya la honra de la persona y su familia, y asimismo, la 
protección de sus datos personales. El tratamiento y protección de estos datos se efectuará en la forma y
condiciones que determinan la ley ”, lo cual producir un cuestionamiento acerca del accionar 
informativo de los medios chilenos.

La presentación el estudio de cobertura periodística de los diarios El Mercurio de Santiago y El Austral 
de Temuco (capital de la Araucanía), información de campo que servirá de base para la realización de 
un análisis reflexivo que incluye las aristas legales, jurídicas, éticas e informativas.
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